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Why, What and 
How of email  

and file transfer 
security

Practically every organization requires a 
secure method of sending emails and 
transferring files to customers or other 

contacts. There is often, however, a lack of 
awareness in how best to safeguard that data 
within the organization, let alone how to 
exchange information while complying with 
GDPR and similar regulations. 

The needs for strengthening email security can 
vary significantly within organizations. While 
some will champion adopting stringent email 
security practices, others may require more 
convincing. Many people are simply unaware of 
the positive impact that enhanced email security 
measures can bring across an entire organization. 
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• The increased need for more robust and modern 
email security solutions;

• A modern and user-friendly solution;

• What securing outbound email and file transfers 
actually entails;

• Securing outbound emails can help address 
operational challenges; 

• The enhanced value that email security can bring .

In this whitepaper, we will delve 
into the fundamentals of email 
and file transfer security, while 
exploring the following topics:



• Standardization: Email is built on top of various official, 
public standards or so-called RFCs, like SMTP, IMAP 

and many more. Standardizations enable vendors who 
develop tools with unique features to align to the 
needs of users without impacting how the recipient 
receives the communication. This is similar to telephone 
communication; due to industry standards you can select 
the provider that suits your needs without consideration 
for the underlying technology. 

• Simplicity: Most people in developed countries (plus many 
in emerging ones) have an active email address. Today, the 
number of email users has already surpassed 4 billion. As 
the email ecosystem has matured, improving usability has 
become the central tenet. 

• Habit: Until the emergence of WhatsApp, email was the 
only digital communication solution available to a mass 
global audience. Due to its simplicity, it was widely 
adopted by users and businesses as their primary method 
of digital communication. Although the limitations of 
email are well-known, the push to change the status quo 
is hindered by the fact that changing one’s habits can 
be extremely difficult to do. This is especially applicable 
when it also necessitates modifying the behavior of 
others. That is the case with email where it is both the 
user and recipient who must adapt. When you need to 
influence changes in habit outside your own environment, 
it becomes exponentially more challenging to implement. 
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Why email is popular and widespread 

Number of emails
handled per day on 
average by workers:

130
Number of emails sent 
worldwide every day:

300
over

billion

Why email is and will remain important

On average, employees spend over two hours per day, dealing with 130 business emails. The research of 
the Radicati Institute1 shows that over 300 billion emails are sent per day. With an expected yearly growth 
of more than 4%, email will remain the pre-eminent form of communication used by organizations for 
at least the next decade.

Number of emails 
sent increasing at a pace 

of at least:

Number of emails
sent unencrypted: 

4% 8%
annually

 1https://www.radicati.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Email-Statistics-Report-2019-2023-Executive-Summary.pdf
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Email and file transfer security, explained. 

According to Gartner2, “Email security refers collectively to the prediction, prevention, detection and 
response framework used to provide attack and access protection for email”. Or, put simply, anything to 
prevent data leaks related to the use of email. IT-minded people tend to interpret email as the technology 
behind it, like SMTP. Preventing data leaks stemming from emails, however, requires looking at email as 
a ‘use case’; how do various people use it and for what purpose(s)? Of course technology is important, 
but exists only to support the use case.

“Secure email” vs “Securing a way of working”

Email was not initially built with security or user privacy in mind

When organizations need ‘secure email’ they express an intention to ‘secure’ (in their view) their way of 
working. This may include the use of current communication tools for email, such as Outlook, without any 
consideration of the underlying technology. Sharing files, and thus file transfer security, is increasingly 
becoming an essential component of the email use case. Many email vendors have traditionally restricted 
attachment sizes to 10mb per email. This meant that sharing large files necessitated using other platforms. 
With increasing file size limits, including up to 5.000.000 MB with ZIVVER, users no longer need to switch 
platforms if they want to send a file that would normally exceed the email server limit. 

While this may come as a surprise to some, email communication was not developed with security 
concerns in mind. The first versions of email originated during the 60s, a time when security and privacy 
protection concerns were effectively nonexistent. Subsequent attempts have been made to enhance the 
security of email, with transport encryption (STARTTLS), mail server authentication (DANE) and spoofing 
and spam protection (DMARC, SPF, and DKIM) becoming global standards. Most of these features, however, 
are optional. They are not widely adopted and fail to address challenges like phishing or lack of user 
authentication. What’s more, these technical standards were not designed to mitigate the single biggest 
cause of data leaks, human error. 

2https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/3938516/market-guide-for-email-security
3https://www.dlapiper.com/en/netherlands/news/2019/02/dla-piper-gdpr-data-breach-survey/
4https://ico.org.uk/action-weve-taken/data-security-incident-trends/
5https://autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/sites/default/files/atoms/files/meldplicht_datalekken_feiten_en_cijfers_1e_helft_2019.pdf



The root cause of data leaks 

Email and file transfer security solutions are ultimately designed to prevent data leaks. For some 
organizations or stakeholders, compliancy is the primary catalyst for improving outbound email security. At 
the same time, the underlying motivation for implementing new legislation and standards is also to prevent 
data leaks within organizations. 

One needs to first understand the actual cause of data leaks if 
the ultimate goal is to prevent them from occurring. Since the 
introduction of GDPR, every EU country must report all privacy 
sensitive data leaks to their respective industry watchdogs. 
While the maturity of these bodies and reporting mechanisms 
vary greatly, some countries have a solid reporting system in 
place which can give excellent insights into the causes of data 

leaks. A report of DLA piper3 shows that, per inhabitant, the 
Netherlands has the most widely-used reporting system, with 
almost 90 data leaks per 100.000 people. This resulted in a 
reported 21.000 data leaks in 2018. In the UK for example, 
14.000 data leaks were reported during that year, while in 
Belgium it was only 450.

Analyzing the causes of data leaks from different reports, 
they reveal that the vast majority of data leaks are not cyber-

related. In the UK, 81% of reported4 data leaks were non-cyber 

related, while in the Netherlands5 it was actually over 95%. In 
both countries, the main cause of data leaks has consistently 
been attributed to human error. 

What are the risks of data leaks?

Netherlands 147.2 0

Ireland 132.52 0

Denmark 115.43 0

Iceland 91.15 +9

Finland 71.11 -1

Luxembourg 56.97 +1

Slovenia 52.55 -1

Sweden 48.14 0

Liechtenstein 39.18 -4

Norway 37.31 +2

Germany 31.12 0

Malta 31 -3

United Kingdom 17.79 -3

Poland 13.74 +1

Austria 12.1 -1

Estonia 9.74 N/A

Belgium 7.88 -1

Latvia 6.13 0

Hungary 4.87 0

Cyprus 4.8 -3

Lithuania 4.18 N/A 

Czech Republic 4.03 -2

France 3.2 -2

Spain 2.08 -1

Italy 2.05 0

Romania 1.9 -2

Greece 1.5 -1

• Sending the information to the wrong recipient;

• Adding the wrong attachment; 

• Exposing recipient information via the To or CC fields, when 
BCC should have been used;

• Unauthorized access to data, usually due to weak passwords 
and lack of two factor authentication.

*Per capita values were calculated by dividing the number of data breaches 
reported by the total population of the relevant country multiplied by 
100,000. This analysis is based on census data reported in the CIA World 
Factbook (July 2018 estimates)

Per capita country 
ranking of breach 
notifications*

Number of data 
breaches per 100,000 
people for the period 
28 January 2019 to 27 
January 2020 inclusive

Change compared 
to last year’s ranking

The top reasons for inadvertent mistakes when using email 
include:
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As previously mentioned, email security is primarily about preventing data leaks. It is important for an 
organization to first determine if the security measures they introduce will serve a specific purpose, or whether 
they will be implemented solely for compliance reasons. If data leak prevention and/or compliancy is the core 
objective, they will need to determine if an email security solution can effectively address the following:

• Increase employee awareness: cited as one of the most 
important measures in GDPR and similar legislation, 
awareness is the key to targeting the primary source of 
most data leaks, unintended mistakes by human error.

• Prevent misaddressed emails: the number one cause of 
data leaks.

• Prevent unintended sharing of sensitive data: this umbrella 
category accounts for 95% of all data leaks.

• Ensure BCC is used properly: in the UK, ICO data breach 
trend reports even lists this data leak cause separately, 
given its frequent occurrence and potential impact.

• Protect from unauthorized access: the ultimate goal of all 
legislation related to privacy protection.

• Apply data retention policies: also a specific measure that 
is a key component in legislation such as GDPR.

• Guaranteed message encryption: email encryption 
is opportunistic, meaning it tries to deliver an email 
encrypted, if that is not possible it will deliver the message 
unencrypted. Having guaranteed encryption is important 
for compliance to GDPR, HIPAA, etc.

• Limit the impact of data leaks: GDPR-like legislation 
requires organizations to have measures in place to 
safeguard against data leaks and have a capacity to 
mitigate when they do occur.

• Identify risks: this is the ability to have insight on how 
to improve, which is essential for enhancing security 
standards and compliance.

• Measure the effects of measures: improving security is 
about applying measures and assessing their effectiveness, 
always with an eye on how things could be better. Think of 
it as a perpetual state of improvement. 

The advantages of enhanced email 
and file transfer security

Five ways outbound email security can boost business value 

So while many people think of email security 
as defending an organization against phishing, 
malware and hacking attempts, these no longer 
pose the biggest threat. Interestingly, the use of 
email encryption could not have prevented any of 
the reported data leaks according to public records. 
Consequently, focusing primarily on email encryption 
is ultimately for compliance reasons only.

Preventing data leaks from occurring requires 
organizations to increase their efforts on outbound 
email security and defend against unauthorized 
access with two factor authentication. If done in 
a way that is user-friendly while being simple to 
implement and maintain, organizations can unlock 
business value in areas such as:

1

2

3

4

5

Increased productivity  
by using email instead of fax, snail mail or USB sticks

Cost savings  
generated by a reduction in the use of snail mail, USB 
sticks or couriers

Reduced need  
for costly and ineffective customer portals

Savings on the labor costs  
of manually copying information to a source system

Strengthening the brand 

1

2

3

4

5
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Preventing data leaks should be a top priority in any organization. This helps to ensure compliance with 
the GDPR or similar legislation, protect the company reputation, plus prevent fines and save on other costs 
associated with having a data leak.

The key to data leak prevention:
identifying errors before they occur

Outbound email security prevents data leaks

Most data leaks happen before sending

On average, employees spend over two hours per day, dealing with 130 business emails. As data leak 
statistics show that most data leaks happen in the process of sharing information, outbound email security 
is a must have for every organization. Outbound email security should help organizations to prevent data 
leaks before, during and after sending.

With the right tools, employee awareness can be heightened to help ensure that the correct content, 
recipients and security measures are selected before sending an email. Security solutions designed to 
raise employee awareness should cover the entire spectrum of the communication journey.  Below is an 
example of how this works in practice with ZIVVER:

Most people believe that hacking and phishing are the main causes of data leaks. Reports on data 
leaks, however, show that the vast majority of data leaks derive inadvertently from insiders instead of 
maliciously by outsiders. The human errors are mostly caused by:

• Auto completion functionalities of email clients, 
accidently adding the wrong recipient

• Attaching a file that contains sensitive information the 
user is unaware of

• Users not being aware that the information they are 
sharing is sensitive

• Exposing recipients contact details by failing to use BCC.

• Real-Time Classification: While the email is being 
composed, the system will classify the type of information 
users intend to share. This applies to both the email text 
plus any attachments. The out-of-the-box AI and dictionary-
based classifiers are used to detect medical, legal, financial 
or personal information, as well as social security or credit 
card numbers, for example.

• Raising User Awareness: Based on the assessment, the 
user is notified about any anomalies before the email is 
sent. This notification method is either fully integrated 
in the email client while composing, or by actionable 
notifications via email. Email client integration is currently 
available with Outlook Desktop, Outlook Online (Office 
365) and Gmail. Other email clients are supported on the 
server side.

• Seamless Contextualization: The recipients addressed in 
the To, CC and BCC fields are analyzed and scanned to 
assess if the message or attachments pertain to specific 
people or organizations. 

• Communication Evaluation: Based on the analysis, each 
email is evaluated for:

• Unintended content (‘attachment A contains social 
security numbers, is that intended?’)

• Unusual recipients (‘you have never shared medical 
information with John Doe before; are you sure?’)

• Non-compliant security measures (‘you are about to share 
sensitive financial information; follow recommendations 
to protect your email?’).

9
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Compliancy comes with serious challenges when using outbound email

In article 32 of the GDPR, it states that organizations are responsible to prevent “unauthorized disclosure 
of, or access to personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise processed”. Similar responsibilities are also 
described in ISO27001, HIPAA, PCI-DSS. Compliance requires three types of security measures, each with 
their own challenges.

Ensuring compliance while protecting 
messages from unauthorized access

• Secure transport of messages: Secure email transport via 
STARTTLS is considered a very basic security measure. 
Nonetheless, 8% of emails are sent unencrypted6. 
Although this seems easy to solve, email security has two 
weak spots:

Email transport security is opportunistic: STARTTLS is an 
opportunistic protocol. It tries to deliver an email encrypted. 
However, if that is not possible it will deliver it unencrypted. 

Email server identity spoofing: The DNS-lookup is intercepted 
and gives a faulty response back through an IP-address of 
another email server than that of ‘organization.com’. The email 

will be delivered to an unintended recipient.

• Secure storage of messages: On-premise email servers 
require installing additional tools and plugins to encrypt 
email. Email cloud providers usually support encryption 
of data out-of-the-box. However, most cloud providers 
still have access to private keys. It’s important to note that 
GDPR and HIPAA put the onus on the actual sender to 
properly protect data. 

• Authenticated access to messages: Authentication is, by 
nature, distinct from email. Unlike many other email service 
providers, ZIVVER provides two-factor authentication (2FA). 
This is a helpful step-up for standard email security, as 
86% of all passwords used7 are still easy to hack. 

a

b

a

b

6https://transparencyreport.google.com/safer-email/overview
7https://www.troyhunt.com/86-of-passwords-are-terrible-and-other-statistics/
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Data leak identification, message 
retraction and insights each have a 
role to play in outbound email security

Someone inadvertently caused a data leak, now what? 

As we have explained previously, human error remains the top reason for data leaks. Mistakes will 
understandably happen occasionally, but there are solutions available to help organizations mitigate the 
risks of a data leak. Having the right tools in place can drastically reduce the risk and help mitigate the impact 
when a potential data leak occurs. 

Time is of the essence! The ability to mitigate data leaks is vital

This section focuses on mitigating leaks after the email has been sent. This entails identifying and limiting 
the impact of a (potential) data leak via the ability to retract unread messages, plus provide detailed insights 
on who read the message(s) and any corresponding attachments.

There are effective measures organizations can take to help prevent these types of human errors, which 
you can read more about on www.zivver.com. Nonetheless, those types of measures will not prevent every 
mistake. 

ZIVVER provides real-time logging to identify 
risks, allows retracting messages and see who 

already accessed the information 
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To mitigate the risk of data leaks and ensure compliance, email security solutions should include the  
following options:

The following additional functionalities are essential to comprehensive outbound email security:

• Real-time behavior and communication logging: 

any solution should provide real-time logs of the 

communication activity of its users and make that 

available to admins. This includes ignored business rules, 

communication partners, attachment types etc. With 

these logs organizations can identify near real-time risks 

directly using the service or via integration of these logs 

with Security Incident and Event Management (SIEM) 

systems.

• Retracting messages: Users should have the ability to 
retract messages, including any attachments. This useful 
feature helps to contain potential data leaks. 

• Insight into information access: For every message, both 
senders and their organizations should have insight in 
who accessed or retrieved the message and its individual 
attachments. This gives stakeholders a clear insight into 
whether the risk was mitigated in time or otherwise, what 
the potential impact of a data leak could be.

• Identification of a potential data breach: Organizations 
must take action to prevent data breaches. This not only 
includes preventative measures, but also the system 
capacity to identify potential data leaks. Proper and swift 
identification of leaks can mitigate their impact while 
containing it to prevent further escalation and damage.

• Mitigate adverse effects: Once a data leak has been 
identified, organizations should be able to immediately 
take necessary action to mitigate any adverse effects. 
This is also an explicit GDPR requirement.

• Insights on impact: When an actual data leak occurs, 
understanding its impact is crucial. This will help 
determine how best to contain it. The organization must 
also inform internal and external stakeholders, including 
pertinent authorities, plus the data subject, as stipulated 
under the GDPR.

Financial benefits of 
preventing human error 

IBM research shows8 that data leaks on average cost 
more than £3 million. Reducing the chances of a data 
leak by only a few percentage points supports a positive 
business case. Also, three grounds for fines under the 
GDPR and similar legislation include: failure to report 
data breaches in a timely manner, failure to inform 
appropriate stakeholders on the impact of the data 
breach, or not demonstrating capacity to effectively 
mitigate the adverse effects of the breach.

Average cost of data
leak by human error

£3m
Reduction in data leaks 

needed for a positive 
business case

<5%

   8https://transparencyreport.google.com/safer-email/overview
   9https://ico.org.uk/action-weve-taken/data-security-incident-trends/
10https://autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/sites/default/files/atoms/files/meldplicht_datalekken_feiten_en_cijfers_eerste_helft_2019.pdf
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Stay in control, identify risks  
and strive to improve
Legislators recognize that while it is impossible to completely eliminate all data leaks, significantly improving 
security measures should remain a priority for organizations. That is why GDPR-like legislation puts a lot of 
emphasis on the checks and balances organizations must have in place to detect data leaks, identify risks and 
be able to measure the effect of any steps taken to improve security.

The importance of having visibility over business email usage

Increasingly organizations have implemented 
systems to monitor inbound emails and any 
corresponding threats. While most people believe 
that hacking and phishing are the main causes of 
data leaks, the vast majority of data leaks are a 
result of internal instead of external threats.

In the UK, 79% of all data leaks are caused by 
employees making mistakes9, while over 40% 
of the reported data leaks were caused by 
sending information to the wrong recipient. In the 
Netherlands, misaddressed information accounts 
for 63% of data leaks10.

All privacy-related legislation cite that timely 
identification of data leaks, including errors made 
by employees, must be reported swiftly to national 
authorities. With the GDPR this must be done 
within 72 hours. Aside from reporting capabilities, 
organizations must also demonstrate that they are 
able to routinely identify risks, create and implement 
plans to mitigate those risks, plus have the ability 
to measure the impact. As one can imagine, many 
organizations find adhering to these requirements 
challenging from both an organizational as well as 
technical perspective.

Measures required to be in control

There are various measures organizations need to be in control over their outbound email security and comply 
to legislation requirements:

• Accurate logging: Having detailed insights with the ability 
to investigate the logging data forms the basis of control. 
Naturally the items in the logs should be both valuable 
(logging only relevant data) and timely (the closer to real-
time the better).

• Anomaly detection: With an ever-increasing number of 
applications and items logged, it can be hard to gauge 
at times what is relevant. Being able to effectively 
detect anomalies is crucial for timely risk and data leak 
identification.

• Alerting: No one wants to be looking at data logs all day. 
That is why it’s important to be alerted when anomalies or 
events that are considered to be of interest actually occur.

• Analytics: Having logging is great, but ultimately it is about 
what the logs mean or what you can derive from them. 
Having analytics that provide effective insight is essential 
to identify risks and foster a learning organization.

• Actionability: Ultimately improving security and limiting 
the impact of data leaks is about taking actions. Tooling 
that suggests and monitor actions are valuable for any 
organization
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What sets 
ZIVVER apart 

Organizations of all sizes need to take their outbound email security 
seriously. There are many products on the market, but few that 

can provide a comprehensive solution capable of addressing the 
challenges outlined in this whitepaper.
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What sets ZIVVER apart from the rest. 

Core focus on preventing data leaks

While human error remains the primary cause of data leaks, many security solutions focus on 
encryption only. These services are often limited to either transport security using TLS (not 
even DANE), sometimes with end-to-end technologies like S/Mime or PGP which are very user-
unfriendly. This only addresses a fraction of what is needed to secure one’s email, and can be 
done only if the recipient’s email supports the same technology. ZIVVER’s military grade and 
user-friendly encryption provides a strong foundation to help organizations prevent data leaks.

Effective and affordable setup and maintenance

Real-time detection of unintended recipients:

Full suite of features designed to actively monitor for error 
prevention: 

ZIVVER maintains out-of-the-box classifiers and business rules while continuously enhancing 
them based on user feedback. This means that organizations do not need to do any extra work 
to define and maintain their own triggers and word lists in order for data to be classified. This 
saves your staff valuable time, while also minimizing the risk of human error occuring during this 
unnecessary process. 

Preventing misaddressed emails requires detecting a spectrum of anomalies. This means 
analysing the context of the current communication and comparing against prior communication 
patterns. Many security tools have no contextualization functionalities and can only prompt users 
based on white/or black lists, not on intelligence. ZIVVER develops and continuously adapts the 
user’s context model to enhance the capacity to detect any anomalies.

• Message classification

• Military grade encryption

• Strong user and recipient authentication

• Message retraction 

• Activity trails 

• Data logging
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A user-friendly compliance solution 
with best in class encryption
and two factor authentication 
ZIVVER’s technology helps to ensure that organizations are fully compliant with GDPR, HIPAA, PCI-DSS, CCPA 
and related legislation. In product comparisons so far, ZIVVER outperforms the competition when it comes to 
securing messages. 

Challenge OTHERS

Secure communication is 
too complex

ZIVVER fully integrates into clients like 
Outlook Desktop, Outlook Online (Office 
365), Gmail and any popular browser and 
can support other clients via server-side 
integrations. Users don’t need to change 
their way of working, with quick and high 
adoption as a result.

Other solutions usually require 
recipients to create accounts which 
forces them to remember passwords 
that will probably not be safe. Users 
need to log in every time, and/or require 
the installation of specific software.

No zero-access guarantees
ZIVVER combines the best of two worlds; 
the security of on-premise and the value 
of cloud.

Some organizations still prefer having 
email on-premise. Although they know 
that is not cost-effective, they believe 
that is the only way to ensure that no 
one else can access their data. There are 
however two ways to accomplish zero-
access, either by keeping your data on-
premise, and the keys to unlock it. Large 
and popular cloud providers, including 
Office 365 and Gmail, can offer neither .

Missing proper password 
and 2FA authentication

ZIVVER provides the highest level of 
security like, background authentication 
in Outlook for users using SSO and by 
sending One-Time-Passcodes via SMS.

Most solutions allow users to either 
protect access to their account with 
a password or to protect access to a 
message by a recipient with 2FA. Hardly 
any solution provides both, while both 
are essential to comply to protect 
sensitive information from unauthorized 
access and thus be compliant to 
legislation like GDPR and HIPAA.

www.zivver.com 
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Empowering organizations
with effective tools 

Take the next step in safe 
email communication

Organizations can be well equipped to secure their outbound email with tools to identify security risks, 
privacy risks, non-compliance as well as best practices. These tools include (exportable) logs and statistics. 
With ZIVVER, customers have full visibility of the following: 

If your organization is ready to take the next step with their outbound email security, ZIVVER can help:

Up to 50 users? Convenience at your fingertips

50+ users? Talk to our experts 

www.zivver.com 

Setting up a ZIVVER account for up to 50 users can be conveniently done from any device in just 
a few clicks, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Customers can simply choose the desired plan, select 
the number of users, and pay with a credit card to immediately create a ZIVVER account and begin 
sending communications securely.

If you have more than 50 users you’ll probably have specific requests. Let us know what your 
business needs are, our experts can provide you with a tailored quote for your business.

• Communication patterns: organizations and users have 
insight into communication behavior including what type 
of information is shared with who, how was the information 
secured and was it in accordance with organizational 
policies.

• Read status: Both senders of messages as well as the 
organization (admin) have insight into whether messages 
and attachments have been accessed by recipients. This 
insight can help to determine the impact of a (potential) 
data leak.

• User logins: Users and admins can see login behavior of 
users including information on type of device, IP address 
and type of authentication.

• Admin actions:  See which settings were changed or what 
information was accessed by admins.
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